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Challenge – Three Bold Proposals 

1. Solar Panel Parking Lot 

Assessment 

The UW system has a $7 billion endowment fund that is not transparent, and therefore we do not know 

how much money is going towards the fossil fuel industry. However, we do know that a major part of 

mitigating the climate crisis is by completely divesting from fossil fuels and other unclean energy 

sources. We need to start investing in renewable energies so that the UW system realizes how profitable 

it can be. 

Incentives 

• Parking lot(s) will provide free energy for the campus 

o Would pay for itself and then yield a profit 

• During the winter, you won’t have to use salt because the roadways will naturally heat up and 

melt ice 

• Does not lose value like conventional roads 

• These roads can last for 20 years without replacement, while conventional roads cost money 

more often for replacement and repairs 

Personnel 

• Jobs created to install the panels 

• Jobs created to maintain the panels 

• Jobs created to repair 

• Students can learn about renewable energy first hand with real job opportunities on campus 

• Professors can use this national pilot program as research for other campuses and organizations 

Resources 

• Partnership with SolarRoadWays for installment 

• Solar panels – hexagons under tempered glass 

• Resources to rip out the existing parking lot (outside the DUC at UWSP) 

2. Fair Trade Campus Store 

Assessment 

The current campus convenience store offers food prepackaged in single use plastics and inorganic 

“foods” that contain a lot of chemicals and natural flavoring. This is not following our campus’s 

sustainability trend in other aspects of campus life, such as how we compost our food scraps, recycle on 
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campus, and host solar panels on the dorms. Our campus should make organic produce and fair trade 

products convenient and affordable to their students. 

Incentives 

• Healthier food options for students provides more nutrients for growing minds, and therefore 

can lead to a happier and more productive student body 

• The bragging rights of having a 100% fair trade campus store 

• Our campus would be aligned with our morals 

Personnel 

• We need administrative approval, and then we need to wait out the replacement of all products 

offered in the store as they are used up so that nothing goes to waste 

• Partnership with the Stevens Point Area Co-op 

• Relationships with other fair-trade vendors, hopefully locally 

• Workers at the store to explain the switch to student customers 

Resources 

• Fair trade products 

• Money to develop new partners with vendors 

3. Fair trade clothing 

Assessment 

All campuses sell merch to their prideful students, but many of these clothes are made unethically and 

unsustainably, which does not align with the student-body’s morals and values. If we have merchandise 

for the school, this should be fair trade and ethically sourced. This lets our fast fashion merch culture 

transform from an ecologically intensive industry to one that fondles people culture and the 

environment along its production chain. 

Incentives 

• Ethically sourced clothing 

• Aligns our merchandise with the campus morals 

• Pioneer stance on the fair-trade movement  

Personnel 

• Fair trade vendors 

o Clothing customizing company 

o OR art students can screen print for volunteer hours and experience 

• Administration  

Resources 

• Money to invest in potentially more expensive clothing 

• Screen print materials (if students end up manning the customization) 


